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ABSTRACT

We present a model of text analysis for text-to-speech (TTS) syn-
thesis based on weighted finite-state transducers, which serves as
the text-analysis module of the multili ngual Bell Labs TTS system.
The transducers are constructed using a lexical toolkit that allows
declarative descriptions of lexicons, morphological rules, numeral-
expansion rules, and phonological rules, inter alia. To date, the
model has been applied to eight languages: Spanish, Italian, Ro-
manian, French, German, Russian, Mandarin and Japanese.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first task faced by any text-to-speech (TTS) system is the con-
version of input text into a linguistic representation. This is a com-
plex task since the written form of any language is at best an imper-
fect representation of the corresponding spoken forms. Among the
problems that one faces in handling ordinary text are the following:

1. Some languages, such as Chinese, do not delimit words with
whitespace. One is therefore required to 'reconstruct' word
boundaries in TTS systems for such languages.

2. Digit sequences need to be expanded into words, and more
generally into well-formed number names: so243 in English
would generally be expanded astwo hundred and forty three.

3. Abbreviations must be expanded into full words. This can
involve some amount of contextual disambiguation: sokg. can
be eitherkilogramor kilograms, depending upon the context.

4. Ordinary words and names need to pronounced. In many
languages, this requires morphological analysis: even in lan-
guages with fairly 'regular' spelling, morphological structure
is often crucial in determining the pronunciation of a word.

5. Prosodic phrasing is only sporadically marked (by punctua-
tion) in text, and phrasal accentuation is almost never marked.

In many TTS systems the first three tasks — word segmentation,
and digit and abbreviation expansion — would be classed under the
rubric of text normalizationand would generally be handled prior
to, and often in a quite different fashion from the last two prob-
lems, which fall more squarely within the domain of linguistic anal-
ysis (but see [12], which treats numeral expansion as an instance of
morphological analysis). One problem with this approach is that in

many cases the selection of the correct linguistic form for a ' normal-
ized' item cannot be chosen before one has done a certain amount of
linguistic analysis. A particularly compelling example can be found
in Russian, where deciding how to read a percentage denoted with
' %' depends on complex contextual factors, unlike the situation in
English. The first decision that needs to be made is whether or not
the number-percent string is modifying a following noun. Russian
in general disallows noun-noun modification, so that an adjectival
form of procent' percent' must be used:20% skidka' twenty percent
discount' is rendered asdvadcati-procentnaja skidka(twenty[gen]-
percent+adj[nom;sg;fem] discount[nom;sg;fem]). Not only doespro-
centhave to be in the adjectival form, but as with any Russian adjec-
tive it must also agree in number, case and gender with the following
noun. Observe also that the word for ' twenty' must occur in the gen-
itive case. In general, numbers which modify adjectives in Russian
must occur in the genitive case. If the percentage expression is not
modifying a following noun, then the nominal formprocentis used,
but this form appears in different cases depending upon the number
it occurs with. With numbers ending inone(including compound
numbers liketwenty one), procentoccurs in the nominative singular.
After so-called paucal numbers —two, three, four and their com-
pounds — the genitive singularprocentais used. After all other
numbers one finds the genitive pluralprocentov. So we haveodin
procent(one percent[nom;sg]), dva procenta(two percent[gen;sg]),
andpyat' procentov(five percent[gen;pl]). However, all of this pre-
sumes that the percentage expression as a whole is in a non-oblique
case. If the expression is in an oblique case, then both the number
andprocentshow up in that case, withprocentbeing in the singu-
lar if the number ends inone, and the plural otherwise:s odnym
procentom(with one[instr;sg;masc] percent[instr;sg]) ' with one per-
cent' ;s pjat' ju procentami(with five[instr;pl] percent[instr;pl]) ' with
five percent.' As with the adjectival forms, there is nothing peculiar
about the behavior of the nounprocent: all nouns exhibit identical
behavior in combination with numbers. The complexity, of course,
arises because the written form % gives no indication of what lin-
guistic form it corresponds to. Furthermore, there is no way to cor-
rectly expand this form without doing a substantial amount of anal-
ysis of the context, including some analysis of the morphological
properties of the surrounding words, as well as an analysis of the
relationship of the percentage expression to those words.

The obvious solution to this problem is to delay the decision on
how exactly to transduce symbols like or ' %' until one has enough



information to make the decision in an informed manner. This sug-
gests is a model where, say, an expression like ' 20%' in Russian
is transduced into all possible renditions, and the correct form se-
lected from the lattice of possibilities by filtering out the illegal
forms. An obvious computational mechanism for accomplishing
this is thefinite-state transducer(FST). Indeed, since FSTs can be
used to model (most) morphology and phonology [5, 8], as well as
to segment words in Chinese text [11], and for performing other
text-analysis operations such as numeral expansion [9], this sug-
gests a model of text-analysis that is entirely based on regular re-
lations. We present such a model below. More specifically we
present a model of text analysis for TTS based onweightedFSTs
(WFSTs) [7], which serves as the text-analysis module of the multi-
lingual Bell Labs TTS system. To date, the model has been applied
to eight languages: Spanish, Italian, Romanian, French, German,
Russian, Mandarin and Japanese. One property of this model that
distinguishes it from most TTS text-analyzers is that such tasks as
numeral expansion and word-segmentation arenot logically prior
to other aspects of linguistic analysis. There is therefore no distin-
guished ' text-normalization' phase.

2. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

Let us start with the example of the lexical analysis and pronun-
ciation of ordinary words, taking again an example from Russian.
Russian orthography is often described as morphophonemic, mean-
ing that the orthography represents not a surface phonemic level of
representation, but a more abstract level. This is description is cor-
rect, but from the point of view of predicting word pronunciation,
it is noteworthy that Russian, with a well-defined set of lexical ex-
ceptions, is almost completely phonemic in that one can predict the
pronunciation of most words in Russian based on the spelling of
those words — provided one knows the placement of lexical stress,
since several Russian vowels undergo reduction to varying degrees
depending upon their position relative to stressed syllables. The
catch is that lexical stress usually depends upon knowing lexical
properties of the word, including morphological class information.
To take a concrete example, consider the wordkostra(Cyrillic kos-

tra) (bonfire+genitive.singular). This word belongs to a class of
masculine nouns where the lexical stress is placed on the inflec-
tional ending, where there is one. Thus the stress pattern iskostr0a,
and the pronunciation is /k�str0�/, with the first /o/ reduced to /�/.
Let us assume that the morphological representation for this word
is something likekostrfnoungffemgfinang+0afsggfnomg, where
for convenience we represent phonological and morphosyntactic
information as part of the same string.1 Assuming a finite-state
model of lexical structure [5, 8], we can easily imagine a set of
transducersM that map from that level into a level that gives the
minimal morphologically-motivated annotation (MMA) necessary
to pronounce the word. In this case, something likekostr0a would
be appropriate. Call thislexical-to-MMA transducerLword; such
a transducer can be constructed by composing the lexical acceptor
D with M so thatLword = D � T . A transducer that maps from

1Conversion between a ' flattened' representation of this kind and a hier-
archical representation more in line with standard linguistic models of mor-
phology and phonology, is straightforward and we will not dwell on this
issue here.

the MMA to the standard spellingkostra(kostra) would, among
other things, simply delete the stress marks: call this transducer
S. The compositionLword � S, then computes the mapping from
the lexical level to the surface orthographic level, and its inverse
(Lword �S)

�1 = S�1
�L�1

word computes the mapping from the sur-
face to all possible lexical representations for the text word. A set of
pronunciation rules compiled into a transducerP [2, 6], maps from
the MMA to the (surface) phonological representation; note that by
starting with the MMA, rather than with the more abstract lexical
representation, the pronunciation rules do not need to duplicate in-
formation that is contained inLword anyway. Mapping from a sin-
gle orthographic word to its possible pronunciations thus involves
composing the acceptor representing the word with the transducer
S�1

�L�1
word �Lword �P (or more fully asS�1

�M�1
�D�M �P ).

For text elements such as numbers, abbreviations, and special sym-
bols such as ' %' , the model just presented seems less persuasive,
because there is no aspect of a string, such as ' 25%' that indicates
its pronunciation: such strings are purelylogographic(or evenideo-
graphic) representing nothing about the phonology of the words
involved.2 For these cases we presume a direct mapping between
all possible forms ofprocent, and the symbol ' %' : call this trans-
ducerLperc, a subset ofLspecial symbol. ThenL�1

perc maps from the
symbol ' %' to the various forms ofprocent. In the same way, the
transducerL�1

num
_L�1

perc maps from numbers followed by the sign
for percent, into various possible (and some impossible) lexical ren-
ditions of that string — the various forms to be disambiguated using
contextual information, as we shall show below. Abbreviations are
handled in a similar manner: abbreviations such askg (kg) in Rus-
sian show the same complexity of behavior asprocent.

So far we have been discussing the mapping of single text words
into their lexical renditions. The construction of an analyzer to han-
dle a whole text is based on the observation that a text is simply con-
structed out of one or more instances of a text word coming from
one of the models described above — either an ordinary word, an
abbreviation, a number, a special symbol, or some combination of
numbers with a special symbol; with each of these tokens separated
by some combination of whitespace or punctuation. The structure
of this model of lexical analysis is summarized in Figure 1. We pre-
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Figure 1: Structure of lexical analysis. Note thatspace corre-
sponds to whitespace in (e.g.) Russian, but� in (e.g.) Chinese.

2This is certainly not completely true in all such cases, as ' mixed' rep-
resentations such as1st and2nd suggest. But such cases are most easily
treated as also being logographic, at least in the present architecture.



sume two models for space and punctuation. The modelL�1
space

,
maps between interwordspace and its potential lexical realiza-
tions, usually a word boundary, but in some cases a higher-level
prosodic phrase boundary. Interwordspace is parameterized so
that in European languages, for example, it corresponds to actual
whitespace, whereas in Chinese or Japanese, it corresponds to�.
Similarly, the modelL�1

punc maps between punctuation marks (pos-
sibly with flanking whitespace) and the lexical realization of those
marks: in many, though not all, cases the punctuation mark may
correspond to a prosodic phrase boundary.

The output of the lexical analysis WFST diagrammed in Figure 1
is a lattice of all possible lexical analyses of all words in the input
sentence. Obviously in general we want to remove contextually in-
appropriate analyses, and to pick the ' best' analysis in cases where
one cannot make a categorical decision. This is accomplished by a
set of one or morelanguage modeltransducers — henceforth� —
which are derived from rules or other expressions that examine con-
texts wider than the lexical word. Phrasal accentuation and prosodic
phrasing are also handled by the language model transducers.3 The
output of composing the lexical analysis WFST with� is a lattice of
contextually disambiguated lexical analyses. The lowest-cost path
of this lattice is then selected, using a Viterbibest pathalgorithm.
Weights on the lattice may be weights hand-selected to disfavor cer-
tain lexical analyses — see the Russian percentage example detailed
in the next section; or they may be genuine data-derived weight es-
timates, as in the case of the Chinese lexical analysis WFST, where
the weights correspond to the negative log (unigram) probability of
a particular lexical entry [11]. Given the best lexical analysis, one
can then proceed to apply the phonological transducer (or set of
transducers)P to the lexical analysis, or more properly to the lexi-
cal analysis composed with the lexical-to-MMA mapM , as we saw
above. Although the lexical-to-MMA mapM was introduced as
mapping from the lexical analyses of ordinary words to their MMA,
if the map is constructed with sufficient care it can serve as the trans-
ducer for lexical analyses coming from any of the text-word models.

The construction of the WFSTs depends upon a lexical toolkit,
which allows for the description of linguistic generalizations in lin-
guistically sensible human-readable form: the toolkit is thus similar
in spirit to the Xerox tools [4, 3], though the latter do not allow
weights in the descriptions. Considerations of space do not allow
me to describe the toolkit here: the reader is referred to the longer
version of this paper in [9], and also [6] and [10] for a description.4

3. RUSSIAN PERCENTAGES

Let us return to the example of Russian percentage terms. Assume
that we start with a fragment of text such ass 5% skidkoī s 5%
skidkoj(with 5% discount) ' with a five-percent discount' . This is

3To date our multilingual systems have rather rudimentary lexical-class
based accentuation rules, and punctuation-based phrasing. Thus these com-
ponents of the systems are not as sophisticated as the equivalent components
of our English system; see [1, 13]. This is largely because the relevant re-
search has not been done for most of the languages in question, rather than
for technical problems in fitting the results of that research into the model.

4The toolkit is built on top of a WFST toolkit built by Michael Riley,
Fernando Pereira and Mehryar Mohri of AT&T Research.
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...

Figure 2: Composition ofs 5% skidkoī s 5% skidkoj' with a
5% discount' with the lexical analysis WFST to produce a range of
possible lexical renditions for the phrase.

first composed with the lexical analysis WFST to produce a set of
possible lexical forms; see Figure 2. By default the lexical analyzer
marks the adjectival readings of ' %' with '?' , meaning that they will
be filtered out by the language-model WFSTs, if contextual infor-
mation does not save them. Weights on analyses mark constructions
— usually oblique case forms — that are not in principle ill-formed
but are disfavored except in certain well-defined contexts. The cor-
rect analysis (boxed in Figure 2), for example, has a weight of2:0

which is an arbitrary weight assigned to the oblique instrumental
adjectival case form: the preferred form of the adjectival rendition
' %' is masculine, nominative, singular if no constraints apply to rule
it out. Next the language model WFSTs� are composed with the
lexical analysis lattice. See Figure 3. The WFSTs� include trans-
ducers compiled from rewrite rules that ensure that the adjectival
rendition of ' %' is selected whenever there is anoun following the
percent expression (the first block in Figure 3), and rules that ensure
the correct case, number and gender of the adjectival form given
the form of the following noun (the second block in Figure 3). In
addition, a filter expressible as:(�� ? ��) removes any analyses
containing the tag? (the third block in Figure 3). The lowest-weight
analysis among the remaining analyses is then selected. Finally, the
lexical analysis is composed withM � P to produce the phonemic
transcription.

4. SIZE AND SPEED ISSUES

Table 1 gives the sizes of the lexical analysis WFSTs for the lan-
guages German, Spanish, Russian and Mandarin. To a large extent,
these sizes accord with our intuitions of the difficulties of lexical
processing in the various languages. So Russian is very large, corre-
lating with the complexity of the morphology in that language. Ger-
man is somewhat smaller. Mandarin has a small number of states,
correlating with the fact that Mandarin words tend to be simple in
terms of morphemic structure; but there are a relatively large num-
ber of arcs, due to the large character set involved. Sizes for the
Spanish transducer are misleading since the current Spanish system
includes only minimal morphological analysis: note that morpho-
logical analysis is mostly unnecessary in Spanish for correct word
pronunciation. While the transducers can be large, the performance
(on, e.g., an SGI Indy) is acceptably fast for a TTS application.
Slower performance is certainly observed, however, when the sys-
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Figure 3: Portion of the language model WFSTs related to the ren-
dition of percentages. The (correct) output of this sequence of trans-
ductions for the lattice from Figure 2 is shown at the bottom.

States Arcs
German 77295 207859
Russian 139592 495847
Mandarin 48015 278905
Spanish 8602 17236

Table 1: Sizes of lexical analysis WFSTs for selected languages.

tem is required to explore certain areas of the network, as for exam-
ple in the case of expanding and disambiguating Russian number
expressions. To date, no formal evaluations have been performed
on the correctness of word-pronunciation in the various languages
under development, since there remains work to be done before the
systems can be called complete. An evaluation of the correctness of
word segmentation in the Mandarin system is reported in [11].

5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The system for text analysis presented in this paper is a complete
working system that has been used in the development of text-
analyzers for several languages. In addition to German, Spanish,
Russian and Mandarin, a system for Romanian has been built, and
work on French, Japanese and Italian is underway. From the point
of view of previous research on linguistic applications finite-state
transducers some aspects of this work are familiar, some less so.
Familiar, of course, are applications to morphology, phonology, and
syntax, though most previous work in these areas has not made use
of weightedautomata. More novel are the applications to text ' pre-
processing' , in particular numeral expansion and word segmenta-
tion. From the point of view of text-analysis models for text-to-
speech the approach is quite novel since, as described in the intro-
duction, most previous work treats certain operations, such as word
segmentation or numeral expansion in a preprocessing phase that
is logically prior to the linguistic analysis phase; we have argued
here against this view. Areas of future work include incorporating
decision-tree-based models of phrasing [13] and decision-list-based

sense-disambiguation methods [14] into the text-analysis model us-
ing the tree compiler described in [10] and similar tools.
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